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Discover How to Infuse All of Your  
Relationships With the Love of Jesus

Everyday Grace
by Jessica Thompson

It’s hard, sometimes, to get over that thing your husband said weeks ago; or to resolve that  
tension with your colleague at work; or to fix a lifelong friendship that’s taken a bad turn. The 
biggest problem with relationships is they always seem to involve sinners—including ourselves. 
So how can we form strong, resilient bonds with people who, like us, are bound to mess up?

Thankfully, it’s not all on us. Through stories and biblical teaching, Jessica Thompson, the 
bestselling co-author, with Elyse Fitzpatrick, of Give Them Grace, helps us move beyond trying 
to “fix” the people we interact with and shows us a better way. Though our relationships may be 
marred by tension and frustration, because we are welcomed and known by Christ, they don’t 
have to stay that way.

“We need grace in all our relationships. So much loneliness, feeling betrayed, 
alienation, anger, vengeance, sadness, grief find their roots in  

relational conflict. Jessica humbly guides us to see that only by being  
a recipient of God’s grace can we be agents of grace in our relationships.  

She does this with humor, honesty, and confession from her own experience, 
not with advice as a relational guru.”

—Justin S. Holcomb, Episcopal priest, seminary professor,  
and author of On the Grace of God

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Jessica Thompson grew up in Southern California, the second child of Phil and Elyse  
Fitzpatrick. After graduation from high school, she completed a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Theology and married Cody Thompson. The Lord has blessed Cody and Jessica with three 
children: Wesley, Hayden, and Allie, whom she homeschools. Together they serve at  
Westview Church, an Acts 29 church plant in north San Diego County. When not  
homeschooling, Jessica is a regular speaker at conferences.

Jessica is also the co-author, with her mother, Elyse, of Answering Your Kids’ Toughest Questions and the 
bestselling Give Them Grace.
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“My good friend Jessica 
Thompson has written 
a book that articulates 
who God is for us and 
then shows how that 

changes the way we are 
toward others. Thank 

you, Jessica, for  
reminding me that God 
always meets my mess 
with his mercy and my 

failure with his  
forgiveness. Knowing 
this makes me want to 
love God and others.”
—Tullian Tchividjian, 
founder of Liberate and 

author of One Way Love: 
Inexhaustible Grace for 

an Exhausted World
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More Praise for Everyday Grace:

“Everyday Grace is for all who have struggled to accept their children and  
honor their parents and initiate with their neighbors and forgive their spouses 

and respect their bosses and celebrate their rivals. But it is not filled with  
practical tips that would trivialize the difficulty of these things. Nor is it a book 

of relational psychology that would strategize a resolution to these things. 
Instead, it is filled with the Scriptures that speak to these things—helping us to 

rest in Christ’s covering of all our relational failure and inviting us to change 
by the power of the Holy Spirit.”

—Nancy Guthrie, Bible teacher and author

“Relational paradise was lost when our first parents fell into sin. Our desire  
for change in this area is anywhere between cautiously optimistic and  

downright cynical. What I enjoy about Everyday Grace is that Thompson  
simply cannot get over the one hope for true reconciliation:  

God, in Christ, has befriended us.”
—Gloria Furman, author of Glimpses of Grace and 

Treasuring Christ When Your Hands Are Full

“Relationships are hard. We know this. Jessica Thompson knows this too  
and shares how she fights to take her gaze off herself and onto the only one 
who can help our broken relationships—Jesus. Her method doesn’t come  
from a list of ways to implement change; rather, she focuses on the gospel  

that transforms hearts and minds. Be encouraged by the good news  
as you read Everyday Grace, for it is the gospel that is our only Hope  

for our relationship problem.”
—Trillia Newbell, author of Fear and Faith: Finding the Peace Your Heart 

Craves and United: Captured by God’s Vision for Diversity

Praise for Answering Your Kids’ Toughest Questions:

“I love this book! I will recommend it again and again. It is street-level  
theology for children that drips with the gospel of Jesus Christ.  

Parents, read it, live with it, share it daily with your children,  
and not only will they learn and grow, you will, too.”
—Paul David Tripp, president, Paul Tripp Ministries

“Martin Luther once said he measured his ability as a preacher by his ability 
to communicate the gospel to the young. This book is filled with such gospel 

truth, so simply articulated. No one has helped me connect the gospel to  
parenting more than Elyse Fitzpatrick and Jessica Thompson.”

—J. D. Greear, PhD, author of Ready to Launch: Jesus-Centered Parenting in a 
Child-Centered World and Stop Asking Jesus Into Your Heart
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